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PURPOSE 

 

1. This paper is to brief Members on the Hung Shui Kiu (HSK) New 

Development Area (NDA) Revised Recommended Outline Development Plan 

(Revised RODP) and other key recommendations of the HSK NDA Planning and 

Engineering Study (the Study) jointly commissioned by the Planning Department 

and the Civil Engineering and Development Department. 

 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

2. The Study has adopted a three-stage community engagement over the past 

few years to progressively tap in public views and incorporate them into the 

planning and design of the NDA.  Stage 1 Community Engagement aimed to 

initiate early public discussion on key issues.  Stage 2 engaged the public on the 

Preliminary Outline Development Plan.  Stage 3 sought the public’s views on the 

Recommended Outline Development Plan (RODP).  

 

3. We consulted the Board on 19 November 2010, 26 July 2013 and 26 June 

2015 in the Stage 1, 2 and 3 Community Engagement respectively (TPB Papers No. 

8666, 9399 and 9954).  At the meeting in June 2015, Members raised a number of 

comments and questions on the RODP, including the strategic role of HSK NDA; 

NDA as a model for the new generation new town; types of housing; types of 

employment opportunities; relocation and consolidation of existing brownfield 

operations; social integration of existing villages and future developments; design 

of the town park and provision of open space; transport linkages; green transport 

system and pedestrian and cycling networks; supporting infrastructure for the 

special industries; and the implementation mechanism.  
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4. Taking into consideration Members’ and other public views, as well as the 

results of the detailed planning and technical assessments including the 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), the development proposals for the NDA 

have been revised. 

 

 

MAJOR PUBLIC VIEWS 

 

5. The public views collected during Stage 3 Community Engagement and 

our responses under the Study are set out in the Stage 3 Community Engagement 

Report which can be viewed at the Study website www.hsknda.gov.hk (a copy of 

the report is available for Members’ inspection at the meeting).  Both supporting 

and objecting views on the NDA project were received.  The major public 

comments are summarised below: 

 

(a) Need for the NDA: Given the strategic location of the HSK NDA, there 

were comments that the NDA would not only foster economic interaction 

with the Mainland, but also economic sustainability of Hong Kong.    

Some comments stated that the HSK NDA was not planned with sufficient 

civic facilities to tie in with its positioning as the “Regional Economic and 

Civic Hub for the North West New Territories (NWNT)”.   

 

(b) Economic Development: Some comments opined that there should be 

more mixed developments near the proposed HSK Station to foster 

economic activities in the NDA.  Some comments also opined that more 

commercial activities should be provided in the northern part of the NDA 

to serve the residents of the NDA as well as the Tin Shui Wai (TSW) New 

Town. 

 

(c) Housing Mix:  Some comments supported the proposed housing mix of 

the HSK NDA and opined that the public-private housing ratio is better 

than the TSW New Town.  Some opined that the proportion of public 

housing should be higher than that of the private housing.  However, 

some comments raised that there should be more private housing in the 

HSK NDA. 

 

(d) Government, Institution and Community (GIC) Facilities: Some 

comments requested for more commercial and GIC facilities, such as 

http://www.hsknda.gov.hk/
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market and small-scale production workshop / community production 

centre, and in particular in the northern part of the NDA to also serve the 

TSW New Town and the surrounding villages.  Some opined that the 

Government should ensure timely site provision for various community 

facilities and infrastructure in tandem with the population intake of the 

NDA.   

 

(e) Urban Design and Development Intensity: Some comments recommended 

that the density, building height and mixed-use developments in the 

“Regional Economic and Civic Hub” should be reconsidered to provide 

more commercial and residential development.  Some commented that a 

continuous riverside promenade should be provided throughout the HSK 

NDA, and the planning should also take into account the fung shui lanes 

of Ha Tsuen. 

 

(f) Transport infrastructure: There were concerns over the traffic impact 

brought by the population growth in the HSK NDA.  In particular, there 

were concerns that the current West Rail Line which was close to its 

maximum capacity and the proposed HSK Station would increase the 

loading on the West Rail Line.  There were comments suggesting the 

Government to retain or depress the existing Tin Ying Road, as well as to 

widen Lau Fau Shan Road.  There were also suggestions to improve the 

alignment of the Green Transit Corridor (GTC) for the convenience of the 

villagers to travel between the railway stations and other areas. 

 

6. Other than comments on the RODP, we also received comments from 

existing residents, farmers, operators and other stakeholders on issues relating to the 

implementation of the NDA project as well as clearance, rehousing and relocation. 

 

 

REVISED RECOMMENDED OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 

7. The planning and design proposals contained in the Revised RODP and 

the major amendments to the RODP are summarised in the Information Digest at 

Enclosure 1.  The key development parameters of the NDA are largely same as 

those of the RODP and summarised as follows:  
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Total NDA Area (hectare (ha))  714  

Development Area
(1)

(ha) 441 

Total Population 218,000 

(including population from existing and committed 

developments of 42,000) 

No. of New Flats About 61,000 

Housing Mix  Public
(2)

51% : Private 49%
 

Public 69% : Private 31% (together with TSW)  

Employment Opportunities About 150,000 

Economic GFA (m
2
) Total Commercial Floor Area : 2 million (about) 

Total Industrial and Special Industrial Uses Floor 

Area : 4.3 million (about) 

Plot Ratio (PR) Maximum domestic PR : 6 

Maximum non-domestic PR : 9.5 

Notes: 
 
(1) Development Area refers to the area with planned new developments and infrastructure on the 

Revised RODP.  This excludes areas that are already occupied by existing developments/roads 

which will be retained in future and areas that will be kept intact such as those zoned or to be 

zoned “Green Belt”, “River Channel”, etc. 
 
(2) This includes Public Rental Housing (PRH) and Subsidised Sale Flat (SSF). 

 

 

Highlights of the Proposals 

 

8. The changes to the planning proposals to address the public comments are 

listed in the Stage 3 Community Engagement Report.  The revised proposals are 

summarised as follows: 

 

Positioning of the NDA 

 

(a) Strategically located in the NWNT and well connected to TSW, Tuen Mun 

and Yuen Long, the HSK NDA will serve as a “Regional Economic and 

Civic Hub” for the NWNT. Through comprehensive planning and 

development, the HSK NDA will transform the vast extent of deserted 

agricultural land being used for brownfield operations into optimal uses, 

and provide solution spaces to meet the surging demand for various 

economic land uses, including land for offices, retail, hotels, logistics, 
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technology and special industrial uses.  In doing so, the HSK NDA will 

create about 150,000 new employment opportunities in the NWNT, 

bringing jobs closer to residents not only in HSK but also TSW, Tuen Mun 

and Yuen Long.  The development of the NDA will help address the 

imbalance in the spatial distribution of population and jobs in the territory. 

 

(b) The HSK NDA will also be the next generation new town of Hong Kong.  

Upon full development, the NDA will accommodate about 218,000 

residents, including 176,000 new population.  Together with TSW, Yuen 

Long, Tuen Mun New Towns, and the Yuen Long South development 

under planning, it will form a major new town development cluster in the 

western part of the territory.  Taking into account the relatively high 

proportion of public housing at TSW, only about half of the new homes at 

the NDA will be public housing to achieve a better overall balance in 

housing mix. 

 

 Planning and Urban Design Framework 

 

(c) The overall planning of the HSK NDA has adhered to the planning 

principles to build a sustainable, people-oriented and balanced living, 

working and business community, and to create a “Regional Economic 

and Civic Hub” for the NWNT.  To create a distinctive townscape 

character and develop a coherent and legible urban structure, key activity 

nodes and residential communities of different intensities are planned with 

regard to the existing context and landscape resources, including the 

surrounding green backdrop of Yuen Tau Shan and the natural and rural 

environment of Deep Bay and Lau Fau Shan to the west and north, the 

built-up area to the east and south, as well as the TSW River Channel that 

runs through the NDA as a spine. 

 

(d) To promote compact city concept, developments of higher density are 

clustered around the railway stations with a maximum PR for pure 

commercial and mixed commercial / residential zones up to 9.5 and 7 

respectively.  The development intensities descend towards the Lau Fau 

Shan and Deep Bay areas with a maximum PR of 2.5 to 3.5 for residential 

zones in the northern part of the NDA.   
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(e) To maintain views and air ventilation, principal visual and air corridors are 

maximised through the introduction of green open spaces, amenity strips 

and pedestrian streets.  A continuous riverside promenade is proposed as 

part of a north-south running open space spine following the TSW River 

Channel.  The open space spine will connect the Regional Park in the 

central and Regional Plaza in the south, providing a long-range view in 

between.  The two existing fung shui lanes have been preserved to 

connect the Ping Shan heritage precinct and Ha Tsuen, and enhanced with 

the introduction of the open space at the intersect point.  Breezeway and 

open spaces have been incorporated alongside the TSW River Channel to 

ensure proper air ventilation performance.  

 

 Catalyst for Economic Growth and Job Creation 

 

(f) The town centre is planned around the proposed HSK Station, including 

offices, commercial facilities, various GIC facilities, and Regional Plaza, 

and will form the “Regional Economic and Civic Hub”.  The hub 

around the proposed HSK Station will be buttressed by two anchor 

developments, with one (3.5 ha) for office/hotel/retail uses and the other 

one (4.3 ha) for commercial/residential uses, and supplemented by less 

sizable commercial and commercial/residential sites, having regard to the 

experience of successful retail developments across the territory especially 

in new towns.  Each of the two anchor sites should be able to provide a 

critical mass of shop and service uses (GFA of about 100,000m
2
), and 

planned with such facilities as public transport interchange and pubic 

carpark.  The “District Commercial Node” around the existing West Rail 

TSW Station, together with a hospital, will be the secondary node of the 

NDA.  The proposed developments around the two stations would 

generate respective commercial GFAs of about 1.1 million m
2 

and 0.6 

million m
2
.  Retail facilities will also be provided within residential 

clusters at other locations, and shopping streets are proposed along TSW 

River Channel, to the southeast of the proposed HSK Station and along the 

GTC near the station with retail frontages for shops and services to 

promote a thriving local economy, and to improve walkability and street 

vibrancy. 

 

(g) The “Logistics, Enterprise and Technology Quarter” at the northwestern 

part of the NDA will become another major employment cluster in the 
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NDA.  About 37 ha of land has been reserved for modern logistics 

facilities and about 9 ha is designated for the Enterprise and Technology 

Park to accommodate a variety of innovation and technology uses, 

including research centres, testing and certification use, data centres, 

modern industries and other related business and non-polluting industrial 

uses.  Moreover, an industrial zone of about 13 ha in area is planned at 

the western fringe of the NDA for modern industries and general industrial 

uses. 

 

(h) About 24 ha of land at the northern fringe of the Quarter is reserved for 

port back-up, storage and workshop uses, including proposed multi-storey 

buildings for accommodating some of the affected brownfield operations.  

The area has direct access to strategic highways which could minimise 

movements of heavy vehicular traffic within the NDA. 

 

(i) The above robust economic activities clusters would provide about 

150,000 new employment opportunities in the NWNT, which span across 

a wide spectrum of sectors and require workers of different educational 

attributes.  The job variety will reduce the chance of mismatch with the 

labour supply in the region. 

 

A Supportive Community 

 

(j) The planning for the NDA is people-oriented.  The requirements of the 

surrounding areas including TSW have been taken into account in the 

provision of GIC facilities.  A series of civic elements and a wide range 

of GIC facilities will be provided in the HSK NDA to support the future 

residents living within and near the NDA, and create a family-friendly and 

age-friendly community.  The development programme of the NDA will 

ensure timely site provision for the community facilities in tandem with 

the population intake. 

 

(k) On a regional and district basis, a civic hub comprising performance venue, 

government offices, magistracy, community hall, post office, youth 

facilities and higher education institute is planned to form part of the 

“Regional Economic and Civic Hub”.  A hospital is also planned around 

the “District Commercial Node” near the existing TSW Station to provide 

public health and medical services to the district. 
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(l) A “Local Service Core” is added at the northern part of the NDA to 

provide local support for the future residents and the TSW neighbourhood.  

It comprises a commercial development and a proposed GIC complex 

(including community hall, clinic and refuse collection point).  There are 

also other GIC facilities within the residential clusters throughout the 

NDA, including schools, sports ground, sports centres, community hall, 

markets, clinics, police station, fire station and other social facilities. 

 

Optimising Transport Infrastructure and Improving Mobility 

 

(m) The proposed HSK Station will help enhance the accessibility of the NDA.  

The progressive enhancement of the West Rail service through 

enhancement of the signalling system to increase train frequency and 

addition of train compartments in the years ahead will generally be able to 

meet the demand of NDA and other new developments in the NWNT 

region. 

 

(n) For sustainable development of the NDA, one of the key planning 

concepts is to minimise traffic generation.  The large provision of 

diversified employment opportunities within the NDA will provide the 

working population of the NWNT with employment opportunities close to 

their homes, helping reduce the external traffic between the region and the 

urban area.  Moreover, the Government is planning the Tuen Mun 

Western Bypass which will connect Tuen Mun Area 40 with Tsing Tin 

Road in Tuen Mun and the Kong Sham Western Highway by tunnels.  

This would help provide the NDA with an additional external transport 

linkage.  The Government will continue to monitor the changing needs of 

the NWNT traffic road network and seek resources to carry out a 

feasibility study on Route 11 connecting North Lantau and Yuen Long to 

improve the accessibility of the NWNT.   

 

(o) A GTC would be introduced in the NDA to provide rapid intra-district 

transport service. The GTC will include highly efficient Environmentally 

Friendly Transport Services (EFTS), pedestrian walkways and cycle tracks 

to support the internal movement between the development clusters.  The 

GTC is also designed to be separated from the vehicular road system to 

avoid junction conflicts.  In response to comments regarding the 
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alignment of the EFTS, the EFTS has been adjusted with some sections 

closer to existing villages for ease of access of its residents. 

 

(p) New primary and district distributors to facilitate east-west and 

north-south movements within the NDA will be provided to enhance the 

internal connectivity of the NDA.  A comprehensive local road network, 

cycle tracks, pedestrian walkways and pedestrian streets will also be 

provided to facilitate internal vehicular and pedestrian movements.  In 

particular, the transport function of Tin Ying Road will be replaced by the 

widened Ping Ha Road and the newly introduced roads.  This would 

release land along the TSW River Channel for more efficient uses, where 

connectivity with TSW New Town could be further enhanced with the two 

additional footbridges planned.  In addition, a local road has been 

extended to Deep Bay Road to enhance the connectivity in the Lau Fau 

Shan area to address public concern on the congestion along Lau Fau Shan 

Road. 

 

A Smart and Green City for Living, Working and Doing Business 

  

(q) The NDA will be a green city adopting a sustainable and energy saving 

strategy in respect of town planning, urban design, transportation and 

green infrastructure to achieve efficiency, carbon emission reduction and 

sustainable living.  The majority of the population, key economic 

activities and community facilities will be concentrated within walking 

distance of mass transit and public transport nodes.  Green mobility is 

also promoted within the NDA through the introduction of the GTC and a 

comprehensive cycle track and pedestrian walkway network. 

 

(r) To promote sustainable use of water, we will explore reusing reclaimed 

water and harvested rainwater for non-potable purposes such as toilet 

flushing and plant irrigation. 

 

(s) To enrich the NDA as a green city, we will actively pursue a series of other 

green initiatives including the provision of community green station for 

environmental education and collection of recyclables from the local 

community; revitalisation of the existing river channel system; and 

promotion of energy efficient buildings and installations.  We will also 

explore the use of district cooling system for non-domestic developments, 
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and the establishment of an information and communication technology 

platform to coordinate different city functions for enhancing city 

management and convenience of residents and businesses. 

 

 

TECHNICAL ASSESSMENTS 

 

9. The relevant technical assessments, including the EIA prepared under the 

EIA Ordinance, demonstrate that the HSK NDA is technically feasible in traffic and 

transport, drainage and sewerage, ecology, environment, water supply and public 

utilities, air ventilation, landscape and visual, and sustainable development aspects.     

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS 

 

10. To ensure timely and orderly implementation of the HSK NDA, the 

Government is considering the Enhanced Conventional New Town approach as the 

implementation mode for the HSK NDA, under which the Government will resume 

land required for the NDA while allowing processing of land owners’ application 

for land exchange over individual sites planned for private developments subject to 

meeting specified criteria and conditions.   

 

11. The planning of the HSK NDA has minimised impact on the existing 

developments as far as possible.  However, impact on some existing structures is 

unavoidable due to their locations.  It is estimated that about 1,600 households 

would be affected.  To help maintain the social fabric of the existing communities, 

a local rehousing site has been reserved on the Revised RODP.  The Government 

is working on the details of compensation and rehousing arrangements for the HSK 

NDA and will announce the packages in due course.  

 

12. The HSK NDA will transform a vast extent of brownfield sites into a new 

generation new town with enhanced land use efficiency and environmental quality.  

It is estimated that some 190 ha of brownfield sites would be affected by the project.  

We have reserved about 24 ha of land in the northern fringe of the HSK NDA for 

the consolidation of some of the affected brownfield operations.  Suitable 

arrangements will be announced in due course.  The Government is also carrying 

out feasibility studies on proposed multi-storey buildings for brownfield operations 

and will actively engage the trade to take into account their needs. 
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13. The planning of the HSK NDA has minimised impact on the active 

agricultural land as far as possible.  Approximately 7 ha of active farmland will, 

however, be affected by proposed developments due to their locations.  To assist 

the farmers affected by the project, the Government will actively pursue the special 

agricultural land rehabilitation scheme by providing proactive and priority 

assistance in matching of farmers and agricultural land owners. 

 

14. The Government is fully aware of the concerns of the affected residents, 

brownfield operators and farmers, including their demand for appropriate 

compensation, rehousing, relocation and rehabilitation packages.  Detailed 

arrangements for the affectees are under study and will be announced in due course. 

 

 

IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME AND WAY FORWARD 

 

15. A detailed implementation programme with phasing and packaging of 

works for the NDA project is being formulated.  The EIA report of the Study has 

been submitted for approval under the EIA Ordinance and the decision on the 

application may be available around end 2016.  The amendments to the relevant 

Outline Zoning Plans (OZPs) will be based on the Revised RODP and the statutory 

amendment process will be proceeded within 2017.  Other preparatory work 

associated with the development project will follow.  Subject to resources 

availability, part of the works will be undertaken as Advance Works Package and its 

detailed design is scheduled to commence in 2017.  Construction works are 

tentatively scheduled to commence in 2019 for the first population intake expected 

in 2024.  Other works will be carried out progressively.  The whole HSK NDA 

project is expected to be completed by 2037/38. 

 

 

ADVICE SOUGHT 

 

16. Members are invited to note the HSK NDA Revised RODP and other 

related information.  
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ATTACHMENTS 

 

Enclosure 1   Information Digest 
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